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(ABSTRACT) 

The dynamic response of the compression system is a key factor in determining the 

operability characteristics of an aircraft gas turbine engine subjected to various transient 

environmental and control inputs. Computer models have been developed to simulate this 

response. The primary inputs to these models are the wide-range, steady-state compressor 

stage characteristics. To reduce the dependence of these dynamic models on experimental 

performance data, significant effort has been devoted to the development of stage 

characteristic prediction techniques. 

As part of this ongoing effort, a model to simulate rotating stall inception and 

development in axial-flow compressor stages was constructed. This model was applied to 

an isolated rotor build to investigate the sensitivity of the predicted stall behavior to the 

shape of the high-incidence portions of the blading relative total pressure loss and turning 

angle characteristics, as well as to the rotor speed. In addition, the predicted steady-state, 

stalled rotor performance was compared with corresponding low-speed, experimental 

data. 

By superimposing small flow perturbations on the rotor flow field over a range of 

initial operating conditions, it was demonstrated that stall inception occurs only for initial



relative flow incidence near some critical value, defined as the incidence for which the 

relative total pressure losses incurred in the blade passage increase sharply. For initial 

operating points away from the critical one, no propagating disturbance was predicted. 

Also, a strong sensitivity of the predicted stall behavior to the shape of the high-incidence 

portion of the relative total pressure loss characteristic was observed with increased-slope 

curves resulting in earlier stall inception and larger amplitude stall disturbances. The effect 

of increased-slope loss curves on the predicted steady-state rotor performance was to 

cause a more abrupt drop in the flow and total pressure rise coefficients at the stall limit. 

Comparatively, varying the shape of the turning angle characteristic or the rotor speed had 

only a slight effect on the simulated rotating stall phenomena. Finally, the predicted in- 

stall total pressure characteristic for a selected low-speed case was compared with 

experimental data with favorable results.
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Speed of sound 

Angle of attack 

Angle of incidence 
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Absolute velocity 
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Diffusion factor 

Normal annulus height 

Total number of computational meridional nodes 

Total number of computational circumferential nodes 

Loss factor 
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Meridional direction 

Normal direction 

Natural log of static pressure 
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Temperature
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 Time 

U Rotor blade velocity at mean radius 

U Rotor blade velocity at tip radius 

Vv Circumferential velocity component 

Ww Relative velocity 

w Meridional velocity component 
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y Total pressure rise coefficient 

yr Total temperature rise coefficient 
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B Blade relative angle 
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E Relative turning angle 
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wo Relative total pressure loss coefficient 
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b Blade camberline 

B Blade passage 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Present day aircraft gas turbine engines are subjected to a wide range of dynamic 

environmental and control inputs. In high performance fighter aircraft applications, for 

instance, an engine is expected to operate continuously in the presence of rapid throttling 

transients, as well as distorted inlet flows which can result during flight maneuvering or 

from ingestion of armament exhaust gases. The response of the gas turbine compression 

system to these inputs is key in determining whether the overall engine will maintain stable 

operation or experience unstable excursions. The boundary between stable and unstable 

compression system operation is referred to as the stall (or surge) limit, and can be 

represented by a line on the steady-state compressor performance map, as shown in Figure 

1. During stable operation, represented by the region to the right of the stall line, the flow 

through the compressor is nominally steady and axisymmetric. Unstable operation, 

represented by the region to the left of the stall line, is characterized by oscillatory flow, 
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Figure 1. Modes of Compression System Operation



poor compressor performance, and abnormal component loading. The nature of the flow 

instability depends on the physical parameters of the compression system and can assume 

one of two distinct forms: rotating stall or surge. 

Rotating stall is defined by the presence of one or more circumferentially 

propagating regions of separated flow in a compressor blade row. To understand the 

physical mechanism traditionally associated with stall propagation, consider the rotor 

blade row shown in Figure 2. Rotating stall originates as a localized separation of the 

flow across Blade 1. As this separated region develops, it creates a blockage which 

diverts the entering flow toward neighboring blade passages. The flow incidence on Blade 

2 is increased, causing flow separation to occur. The flow incidence on Blade 3 is 

decreased, and the tendency for this blade to stall is reduced. Relative to the rotor 

blading, therefore, the separated region or 'stall cell’ will propagate in the direction of 
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Figure 2. Classical Stall Propagation Mechanism



increased incidence. To a stationary observer, however, the stall cell appears to move in 

the direction of the blade at between 20 to 80 percent of the rotor speed. In its fully- 

developed form, rotating stall occurs at a constant annulus-averaged mass flow. 

Another mode of rotating stall, referred to as ‘wall stall,’ is associated with the 

endwall boundary layer. Specifically, in wall stall, the primary flow blockage is caused by 

the low velocity, boundary layer fluid along the annulus outer casing. The identification of 

this distinct type of stall propagation has lead to the successful development and 

application of casing treatments to extend the stall margin in axial-flow compressors 

(Greitzer et al., 1979). In some instances, a rotating stall event will consist of a 

combination of both wall stall and blade stall. 

Surge is an axisymmetric flow instability which is characterized by violent, large 

amplitude, oscillatory fluctuations in the overall mass flow through the compressor, as 

shown in Figure 3. This unstable flow behavior is the result of a dynamic interaction 

between the compressor and some downstream volume (e.g., the combustion chamber). 
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Figure 3. Compressor Surge Cycle



During a surge cycle, the compressor loses its capacity to sustain the pressure ratio across 

it. Flow reversal occurs as the downstream volume ‘blows down,’ relieving the back- 

pressure on the compressor. At some point, the compressor regains its normal pumping 

action and the downstream volume is re-pressurized. If the cause of the initial instability is 

not removed, the surge cycle repeats. Typical surge cycle frequencies range between 3 to 

15 Hz. 

Occurrences of rotating stall or surge during compressor operation are generally to 

be avoided. The high frequency flow oscillations associated with the presence of rotating 

stall exert unsteady loads on the compressor blading and can result in serious blade fatigue 

or blade failure. In addition, the characteristically low efficiencies and flow rates can lead 

to excessive internal temperatures. Due to hysteresis effects, normal operation cannot 

usually be recovered by simply removing the initial cause of the instability. In fact, it has 

been demonstrated that in some cases rotating stall is ‘nonrecoverable' barring a complete 

shutdown and restart of the engine. Surge also causes vibratory blade loading, as well as 

high casing stresses, and possibly engine flameout. Unlike rotating stall, however, a surge 

cycle will include a period of unstalled operation, and normal operation can generally be 

regained by removing the original source of the instability. 

The designer of compression systems attempts to prevent the occurrence of 

operational instabilities by providing a sufficient margin between the stall line and the 

compressor operating line. Under certain transient conditions or in the presence of inlet 

flow distortion, however, rotating stall and surge can still occur. In these cases, a 

knowledge of the compression system's unstable behavior characteristics is crucial; 

particularly for application of active control techniques and the determination of 

recoverability requirements. In response to this need, fluid-mechanics-based, stage-by- 

stage, dynamic compression system models have been developed. Within the context of



these simulations, the full range of dynamic compression system behavior, including 

excursions into the unstable operating regime, can be predicted. 

Davis' (1986) stage-by-stage, post-stall compression system model was the first of 

these types of analyses. This model was used to predict the in-stall and recovery behavior 

of a ten-stage, transonic compressor (Boyer and O'Brien, 1989) and the response of a 

three-stage fan to transient inlet temperature distortions (Dowler et al., 1989). Recently, 

improvements and modifications to the original model have been provided by Harvell and 

O'Brien (1992), Hale and Davis (1992), and Lindau and O'Brien (1993). These models 

share a control-volume-based approach to the solution of the equations governing the 

unsteady flow within the compression system. The primary inputs in these simulations are 

the steady-state performance characteristics for the individual compressor stages over the 

entire range of compressor operation; including the unstalled, stalled, and reverse flow 

regimes. 

In order to reduce the dependence of these simulations on experimental stage 

performance data, significant effort has been devoted to the development of stage 

characteristic prediction techniques. The need for such predictive capabilities is especially 

apparent in the post-stall operating regime where experimental performance data is 

particularly difficult to obtain. The first and only known model capable of predicting 

Stage-by-stage compressor characteristics across the complete range of system operation - 

was developed by Bloch (1991). This meanline, axisymmetric model, called FOLRANGE, 

combined given compressor stage geometry, fundamental incompressible flow relations, 

and experimental correlations to make predictions of the total pressure and total 

temperature characteristics in the unstalled, stalled, and reverse flow regimes. In 

application to a low-speed, three-stage compressor build, the predictions of the model 

showed good agreement with experimental stage performance data. Attempts to predict



the post-stall performance of a high-speed, ten-stage compressor, however, met with 

limited success. The discrepancies between the model's predictions and experimental data 

were attributed to the analysis’ inability to account for the effects of compressibility and 

the three-dimensional nature of the flow. 

Continuing efforts are focused on obtaining more accurate stage characteristics 

predictions in all three operating regimes: unstalled, stalled, and reverse flow. Streamline- 

curvature methods exist to more closely predict stage-by-stage compressor performance in 

the unstalled flow regime. In the reverse flow regime, additional experimental data to 

describe blade loss and turning characteristics is required. This thesis describes a two- 

dimensional, compressible approach to the unsteady modeling of rotating stall and the 

prediction of steady-state stage characteristics in the stalled operating regime.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The physical mechanism traditionally associated with stall propagation in a 

compressor blade row was first explained by Emmons et al. (1955). This fundamental 

investigation provided a framework and motivation for the development of quantitative, 

mathematical models to describe the rotating stall phenomenon and its effects on 

compressor performance. To date, a number of such theories have been constructed and 

are reviewed here under three general headings: linear stability analyses, experimental 

correlations, and nonlinear models. 

2.1 Linear Stability Analyses 

Linear stability analyses have been applied primarily in the prediction of rotating 

stall inception. In this general approach, a small amplitude, circumferentially nonuniform, 

inlet velocity perturbation is superimposed on an initially steady and axisymmetric cascade 

flow field. Upstream and downstream of the cascade, the flow is modeled by the two- 

dimensional (axial-circumferential), linearized equations of fluid motion. Under the 

assumption that the wavelength of the flow perturbations is much larger than the blade 

pitch, an actuator disk model is used to represent the cascade blading. The flow 

properties at the cascade exit are calculated using experimentally-determined performance . 

characteristics for the given blade geometry (e.g., turning angle relations, total pressure 

loss relations, etc.). A criteria for stall inception is derived by determining under what 

conditions the initial perturbation amplitude will begin to grow at the cascade inlet face. 

The first of these types of linear models was developed by Emmons et al. (1955). 

In this analysis, the performance characteristics of a given cascade were represented by a 

single parameter, €, termed the flow coefficient. This coefficient, shown to be a unique



function of the local cascade inlet flow angle, B,, was defined as the ratio of the actual 

flow through a cascade blade passage to the ideal flow rate which would exist without 

losses. The dynamic response of the cascade blading to changes in the upstream flow 

conditions was approximated by a first-order time lag equation of the form: 

C= a (1) 

where € is the calculated dynamic value of the flow coefficient, €,, is the steady-state 

value of the flow coefficient corresponding to B,, and Tt is the first-order lag parameter. 

This lag was introduced to simulate the time delay inherent in the development of the 

boundary layer separation region within a stalled blade passage. Applying the flow 

coefficient characteristic as a boundary condition on the general potential flow solution 

upstream of the cascade, a criteria for small perturbation growth at the cascade inlet (i.e. 

rotating stall onset) was derived: 

dO os Css 

d(tan B,) ° tanB, ”) 

where the term on the left side of the inequality is the slope of the C,, vs. tanB, 

characteristic, and €,, and B, are respectively the flow coefficient and inlet flow angle 

corresponding to the initial cascade operating condition. In cases where the left term in 

Equation 2 was less than the right term, the theory predicted flow perturbations of 

decaying amplitude. If the two terms were equal, the theory predicted flow perturbations 

of unchanging amplitude.



Expression of rotating stall inception criteria in terms of the slope of some defining 

compressor or cascade performance characteristic is a common result of linear stability 

analyses. Criteria of this type have been derived by Kreibel et al. (1958), Fabri (1967), 

and others. Perhaps the best known of these was obtained by Dunham (1965), given by: 

d(p, — P; ) 

aC 
xy 

= 0. (3) 

According to this criteria, rotating stall inception occurs at the maximum point on the 

inlet-total to exit-static pressure rise characteristic, as shown in Figure 4. This criteria has 

been used to predict stall inception in a wide variety of isolated rotor and single-stage 

compressor builds, as well as some multistage compressors, with favorable results. 

Sufficient evidence to the contrary exists however, particularly in application to high- 

speed, multistage compressors, to deem this criteria only a rough ‘rule of thumb’ for 

predicting stall onset. 
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Figure 4. Dunham Stall Inception Criteria



The strength of the linear stability approach is that the role of specific flow and 

geometrical parameters in determining rotating stall behavior can be easily investigated. 

An analysis by Stenning et al. (1956) addressed the effects of the boundary layer 

separation delay time and fluid inertia within the cascade passages on stall propagation. 

Adopting a similar approach to the Emmons model, this analysis reproduced the same 

basic stall inception criteria. In addition, expressions for the perturbation propagation 

speed and circumferential extent were derived from a solution of the flow field across the 

cascade. The primary role in these expressions of terms associated with the boundary 

layer time lag and the blade passage fluid inertia was cited as evidence of the importance 

of these physical parameters in determining the wavelength and frequency of the pre-stall 

waves. 

For further references describing linear stability theory applied to the modeling of 

rotating stall behavior, the interested reader is referred to a survey of early work by 

Emmons et al. (1959) and a complete bibliography of work published between 1954 and 

1967 compiled by Fabri (1967). In general, these models have been relatively successful 

in providing predictions of rotating stall onset in isolated rotor and single-stage 

compressor builds. Attempts to predict the amplitude, extent, or propagation speed of the 

fully-developed stall disturbances, however, have met with limited success due to the truly 

nonlinear nature of the rotating stall phenomenon. 

2.2 Experimental Correlations 

Based on the analysis of compressor and cascade experimental data, various 

correlations relating stalling behavior to compressor geometry/configuration have been 

derived. An early approach, used to predict rotating stall onset, was developed by 

Lieblein (1965). He defined a parameter called the diffusion factor, 
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p=(1- He} ae (4) 

which could be closely correlated with the relative total pressure losses incurred in a blade 

passage. For values of D greater than about 0.6, this correlation predicted separated flow 

and high relative total pressure losses. Although only an approximate guideline, this 

limiting value has been commonly used as a criterion to predict rotating stall inception in 

compressors. 

An approximation of the performance of fully stalled cascades was developed by 

Moses and Thomason (1986). Although not strictly a correlational model, this analysis 

did introduce an experimentally derived loss factor, k, to describe the losses incurred in the 

blade passage due to mixing, given by: 

k= 0.150, (5) 

cosB, 
  

Expressions for the relative total pressure loss and relative flow turning angle across the 

stalled cascade were derived by incorporating this loss approximation into the solution of - 

the two-dimensional continuity and momentum equations applied to a blade passage 

control volume. This approximation was later employed by Bloch (1991) to provide 

predictions of compressor stage performance in the rotating stall operating regime. 

Day et al. (1978) provided a correlation to predict the in-stall performance of 

single and multistage, axial-flow compressors based on experimental results obtained from 

a series of low-speed compressor builds. The fundamental hypothesis underlying this 
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correlation proposed that the inlet-total to exit-static pressure rise per stage in the rotating 

stall regime was the same independent of compressor configuration/geometry. Following 

the same basic approach used in parallel compressor treatments of inlet flow distortion, 

the stalled and unstalled portions of the compressor were considered to operate 

independently, but at a common value of the total-to-static pressure rise coefficient, 

Pe-DP; Wry = ESL. (6) 
“ P Vip” 

This value, obtained experimentally, was given as 0.17 per stage for part-span stall and 

0.11 per stage for full-span stall. During a rotating stall event, it was assumed that no 

flow passed axially through the stalled portion of the compressor (Point B), and that the 

unstalled portion of the compressor operated at the intersection of the constant pressure 

rise line and the unstalled compressor characteristic (Point A), as shown in Figure 5. 

Points C and D represent in-stall, annulus-averaged compressor operating points for the 

constant throttle lines I and II, respectively. According to this correlation, throttling does 

not change the operating points of the unstalled and stalled portions of the compressor. 

Rather, the portion of the annulus occupied by the stall cell adjusts accordingly to account 

for the change in the average flow rate. The circumferential extent of the stall cell was ~ 

represented by a blockage parameter, B, given by: 

04-9 B=-4— 2 7 

D, ( 

The blockage parameter was found to correlate closely with the existence of part-span or 
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Figure 5. Parallel Compressor Operation in Rotating Stall 

full-span stall. For B values less than 30 percent, part-span stall was observed; for B 

values greater than 30 percent, full-span stall was observed. 

The proposed stall model was used to demonstrate trends toward full-span stall 

and large hysteresis loops in axial-flow compressors with higher design values of and/or 

a greater number of stages. In addition, it was shown that the slope of the throttle line 

influences the performance of the compressor during rotating stall. These predicted trends 

were supported by experimental data obtained from various low-speed compressor builds. 

2.3 Nonlinear Models 

The flow disturbances associated with fully-developed rotating stall cannot be 

considered small, and linearized models of stall behavior are generally not applicable. For 

this reason, a number of nonlinear treatments have been developed. The first of these 

models was constructed by Takata and Nagano (1972). This approach employed time- 
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marching techniques to calculate the growth or decay of a small flow perturbation 

superimposed on some mean compressor operating condition. The primary investigation 

focused on rotating stall development in an isolated rotor blade, but the theory was 

applied to rotor-stator and inlet guide vane-rotor-stator builds as well. 

In the model, the flow field upstream and downstream of the rotor blade row was 

calculated using the two-dimensional, incompressible, inviscid equations of fluid motion. 

The flow upstream of the blade row was assumed to be rotational. The rotor blading 

was represented by a semi-actuator disk comprised of a series of finite chord length, 

staggered, flat plates at infinitesimal spacing. This representation allowed for the inclusion 

of effects associated with fluid inertia in the blade passages. The performance of the rotor 

was characterized by steady-state relative total pressure loss and relative exit flow angle 

data for the given blade profile, as shown in Figure 6. The qualitative shape of the loss 

and turning data im the stalled flow regime was derived from experimental results obtained 

by Nagano et al. (1971). Specifically, it was determined that subsequent to flow 
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Figure 6. Steady-State Loss and Turning Data (Takata and Nagano, 1972) 
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separation, the relative total pressure loss remained essentially constant, and the relative 

flow deflection tended toward zero with increasing relative inlet flow angle. The dynamic 

performance of the blade was represented by a first-order lag of these steady-state 

relations to account for the boundary layer separation time delay. For an isolated rotor 

blade, these lag expressions had the form: 

ow 
O= Ass — TH (8) 

a 
Be =Bess— Pe (9) 

The lag parameter, t, was taken to be equal to the time required for a fluid particle to 

travel across the blade passage. 

Application of the model to an isolated rotor blade row demonstrated the existence 

of a critical value of the initial relative blade inlet flow angle which defined the boundary 

between growth and decay of the superimposed flow perturbation. For initial values of B, 

less than this critical value, the disturbance was shown to decay in time. As illustrated in 

Figure 7, for initial values of B, greater than this critical value, the calculated disturbance | 

grew in amplitude and started to rotate around the compressor annulus, indicative of a 

rotating stall event. In this case, the model provided quantitative information about the 

fully-developed amplitude, extent, and propagation speed of the stall disturbance. It was 

observed, however, that the predicted number of fully-developed stall cells within an 

isolated rotor blade never differed from the number of lobes on the initial perturbation. 

This is contrary to experimental evidence which suggest that, for a given compressor 
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Figure 7. Growth of Small Flow Perturbation at the Blade Row Inlet Face 

(Takata and Nagano, 1972) 

build, the characteristics of a rotating stall disturbance are a function of the off-design 

operating point only. Also, it is important to note that during a stall simulation, the mean - 

axial velocity was held constant at its initial value. Hence, the model calculations 

simulated rotating stall development at a constant mass flow rather than at a constant 

throttle setting, as occurs in an actual compressor. 

An adaptation of the Takata and Nagano model (1972) was developed by Cousins 

and O'Brien (1985). The first-order lag representation of the dynamic losses used in the 

original model was replaced by a dynamic transfer function provided by Sexton and 
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O'Brien (1981). This transfer function was derived from unsteady pressure measurements 

obtained within a low-speed, single-stage compressor. In the model, the dynamic loss 

response was determined by applying the transfer function to the steady-state relative total 

pressure loss relation for the given blade profile. 

In addition to providing dynamic simulations of stall development in an isolated 

blade row, similar to Takata and Nagano (1972), this model used the fully-developed flow 

solutions from a range of mean axial velocities to predict the rotor steady-state total 

pressure characteristic. This was accomplished by averaging the fully-developed axial 

velocity and total pressure profiles around the compressor annulus. An example of these 

predictions is given in Figure 8. The model was also used to investigate the effect of the 

shape of the relative total pressure loss curve on the performance of the rotor in rotating 
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stall. Introducing a smoother transition between the low loss (1.e. unstalled flow) and high 

loss (i.e. stalled flow) regions of the curve was shown to delay rotating stall inception and 

produce a less abrupt change in the steady-state characteristic at the stall limit. 

Pandolfi and Colasurdo (1978) developed a non-linear model to investigate 

distorted flow and rotating stall in axial-flow compressors. Based on a time integration of 

the unsteady, compressible Euler equations, the model was used to simulate flow behavior 

within an isolated rotor blade row subjected to various flow distortions. These flow 

distortions were introduced via transient boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet to the 

flow domain. The blading in the model was represented by an actuator disk, and its 

dynamic response was characterized by first-order lagged values of the relative total 

pressure loss coefficient and relative flow turning angle for the given blade profile. 

By applying a circumferential maldistribution in the downstream throttle area to an 

initially axisymmetric rotor flow field, the model was used to demonstrate the existence of 

a critical initial operating point which constituted the boundary between stable and 

unstable rotor operation in the presence of flow distortion. This critical initial operating 

point was defined as the relative flow incidence at which the losses increased or the flow 

turning angle decreased sharply. For initial operating points away from the critical one, 

the distorted flow field converged to a steady solution, indicating stable rotor operation. 

The time evolution of the static pressure in front of the rotor during stable operation is | 

given in Figure 9(a). The vertical, constant static pressure lines represent a steady, 

distorted flow pattern. For initial operating points near the critical one, circumferentially 

propagating flow disturbances (i.e., stall cells) were generated which evolved to some 

limiting size and speed. For this case, the evolution of the static pressure along the rotor 

inlet is given in Figure 9(b). A dual-lobed disturbance is illustrated, and its path is 

represented by the long-dashed, positively-sloped lines (the short-dashed line represents a 
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single rotor revolution). The stall propagation speed is equivalent to the slope of these ~ 

lines. Unlike the Takata and Nagano (1972) or Cousins and O'Brien (1985) approaches, 

the mass flow in these simulations was not constrained to its initial value, but was allowed 

to vary as the flow field developed in time. 

By applying boundary flow distortions of different shapes, it was shown that the 

number of fully-developed stall cells was independent of the number of lobes on the initial 

perturbation. This independence, not demonstrated by Takata and Nagano (1972), was 
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attributed to a different (i.e. rotational) modeling of the flow upstream of the blade row. 

However, the model's predictions were shown to exhibit an artificial dependence on the 

circumferential mesh spacing. Specifically, for different circumferential mesh resolution, 

the predicted number and speed of stall cells was not the same. This dependence was 

attributed to the actuator disk representation of the rotor blading, and the inherent absence 

of effects associated with fluid inertia in the blade passages. 

Neuhoff and Grahl (1986) modified the basic Pandolfi and Colasurdo (1978) model 

to remove the dependence of the predicted solutions on circumferential mesh spacing. 

The actuator disk representation in the original model was replaced with a finite chord 

length model of the blading. Within the blade passages, the flow direction was assumed to 

be aligned with the blade camberline. Application of the unsteady Euler equations in this 

region yielded a simulation of wave propagation within the blade passage. 

The resulting model was applied to an experimental, transonic fan build operating 

below design speed. The uniqueness of the model's solution for different circumferential 

mesh spacing was demonstrated, as shown in Figure 10. In addition, a qualitative 

investigation of the sensitivity of the predicted flow behavior to the prescribed value of the 

lag parameter, T, was undertaken. It was shown that, with all other conditions the same, 

varying t resulted in substantially different predictions of the number of stall cells and the 

stall propagation speed. 

2.4 Present Theoretical Investigation 

The purpose of the present theoretical investigation is to model rotating stall in a 

given compressor build and to predict its steady-state, in-stall performance characteristics. 

The approach described here adopts the nonlinear, compressible techniques developed by 

Pandolfi and Colasurdo (1978) and Neuhoff and Grahl (1986) to calculate the 
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w= nondimensional meridional velocity 
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Figure 10. Uniqueness of Solution for Different Circumferential 
Mesh Spacing (Neuhoff and Grahl, 1986) 

development of a rotating stall disturbance in time, originating with a prescribed initial 

flow perturbation, to some fully-developed state. Following Cousins and O'Brien (1985), 

this fully-developed solution is used to calculate the average, steady-state total pressure 

and total temperature characteristics in the rotating stall operating regime. This thesis 

develops the necessary governing equations, describes the general solution method, and 

discusses an application of the theory to an isolated rotor build. 
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3. MODEL THEORY 

The development of a rotating stall disturbance is modeled by a time integration of 

the two-dimensional, unsteady, compressible Euler equations. The steady-state, in-stall 

compressor performance is evaluated from the fully-developed solution by annulus- 

averaging the total pressure and total temperature profiles. A review of the governing 

equations, numerical scheme, and general simulation approach is presented in this chapter. 

3.1 Governing Equations 

The orthogonal coordinate system on which the governing flow equations are 

based is illustrated in Figure 11. The meridional direction is represented by m, and is 

taken to be along the mean radius of the compressor annulus. The normal direction is 

represented by n, and the circumferential direction is represented by 8. The inclination 

angle of the m-axis with the axial direction, x, is designated by 5, and the compressor 

annulus height normal to the m-axis is termed h. 

Adopting a meanline approach, the velocity and flow gradients in the n-direction 

  

Figure 11. Coordinate System 
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are neglected, and the resulting problem is reduced to a two-dimensional, meridional- 

circumferential formulation. Variations in the annulus area and mean radius are permitted, 

however. As shown in Figure 12, flow calculations are performed within two types of 

interior regions: (1) inlet/outlet duct or interblade space, and (2) blade passage; as well as 

along four types of meridional boundaries: (1) inlet, (2) throttle, (3) blade inlet, (4) blade 

exit. The circumferential boundaries are periodic and are treated as interior computational 

points. 

The analysis presented here is focused primarily upon application of the model to 

an isolated rotor blade geometry. Nevertheless, extension of the theory to multiple blade 

row compressor builds should be clear. The sets of flow equations applied to the various 

computational regions and boundaries are presented in the following sections. 
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3.1.1 Duct/Interblade Space Interior Region 

The governing equations applied to the duct/interblade space interior regions are 

  

  

given below: 

v Vo sind &h,, _ 
P.+wPi+—P,+Y¥j—+w, +w +—* |/=0 continuity (10) 

r r r h 

w, + ww, +—w, —v? sind | rp =0 m-momentum (11) 
r 

v twr ty, wo Ep =0 @momentum (12) 
r r oor 

S,+ Ws, +~S, =(0 entropy (13) 
r 

where T= exp 7 P+ 5} 
Y Y 

These equations represent a nonconservative form of the two-dimensional, unsteady, 

compressible Euler equations applied to an ideal gas. The primitive flow variables are P, 

the natural log of the static pressure; w, the meridional component of velocity; v, the 

circumferential component of velocity; and s, the entropy. The terms in the above 

equations, as with the entire set of governing flow equations used in the model, are non- 

dimensionalized as shown in Table 1. The expressions in the continuity and momentum 

equations involving 6 and h account for the meridional variation of the mean radius and 
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Table 1. Nondimensionalization Form 

  

  

  

  

  

  

D, p’; pressure Pret 

T, T°; static temperature Te 

m, h, r; length Lag 

w, v, U ; velocity Reas Tre 

ft, time bat | af Rpoe Tog 

S; entropy Cc,       
  

annulus height, respectively. Note also that the entropy equation replaces an energy 

conservation formulation, and it is decoupled from the other equations. 

3.1.2 Blade Passage Interior Region 

An illustration of the rotor blade relative reference frame and associated angles is 

provided in Figure 13. Within the blade passages, the direction of the relative flow is 

assumed to be always tangent to the blade camberline. In addition, the flow gradients in 

the circumferential direction are neglected. Applying these assumptions, Equations 10-13 

can be reduced to the following form: 

P+wP.+y, wye{ S28 te). 0 continuity (14) 
r 

S,t+ws, =0 entropy (15) 
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Figure 13. Relative Blade Passage Flow 

T sind U? 
w,+ww, + sa Pn ~ 5 

(1+ tan B,) r (1+tan B,) momentum (16) 

+w” tan B, (B,), = 0. 

  

The rotor blade velocity, U, and blade camber angle, B,, enter the momentum equation 

through the relative flow/blade camber tangency requirement. The last term on the left 

hand side of the momentum equation represents the effect of the meridional variation in 

B,- In general, Equations 14-16 provide a simplistic representation of unsteady wave 

propagation through the blade passage. The importance of this effect in determining 

rotating stall behavior has been cited by several authors (Stenning et al., 1956; Takata and 

Nagano, 1972; Neuhoff and Grahl, 1986; etc.). 
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3.1.3 Inlet Boundary 

The flow properties along all of the boundaries in the computational domain are 

updated in a similar fashion, following Pandolfi and Zannetti (1978). The set of equations 

defining the flow evolution at each boundary is comprised of (1) prescribed boundary 

values or source terms, (2) locally applied compressible flow relationships, and (3) the m-t 

compatibility relations corresponding to waves impinging on the given meridional 

boundary in forward, subsonic flow. As an example, consider the inlet boundary shown in 

Figure 14. This boundary acts as a discontinuity between two sets of computational 

points (1, 2) which occupy the same geometrical location, but have different flow 

properties. At any given circumferential location, the flow properties at the upstream (1) 

and downstream (2) points are related by the following conditions: 

  

DP; = py (8,t) total pressure (17) 

7, +22 4¥,2)=7°(0 t) total temperatu 18 a oy 2 J= 4, 9%, perature (18) 

t 
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Figure 14. Inlet Boundary 
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v, = w, tana, (6,7) flow direction (19) 

where T,’ is the upstream total temperature, p; is the upstream total pressure, and ©, is 

the inlet flow angle. These values are prescribed functions of time and circumferential 

position and can be used to introduce inlet flow distortions during a simulation. To bring 

in the unsteadiness of the interior flow field, the compatibility relation corresponding to 

the inlet duct flow 7 = w-—a characteristic, 

- - 2. : 

So P_Ldew_ yw snd _,(808, he) A=w-a (20) 

o°()=(),+Qwtay), +2), 
t r 

  where 

is included in the system of equations. Together, Equations 17-20 completely define the 

time evolution of the primitive flow variables along the inlet boundary. 

3.1.4 Throttle Boundary 

The boundary value specifications at the throttle plane depend on whether the 

outlet flow is choked or unchoked. If it is unchoked, the static pressure, p,, and throttle 

area ratio, 1), are applied as boundary conditions. These quantities are prescribed 

functions of time and circumferential position and can be used to introduce downstream 

flow distortions during a simulation. If the flow is choked at the throttle exit, the static 

pressure specification is replaced by a sonic throat velocity condition, M, =1. 

The throttle boundary is illustrated in Figure 15. Across this boundary, the 
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Figure 15. Throttle Boundary 

following flow conditions are applied: 

P\W, _ P2W2 A, - 
<1 1 —-2-27(60,t) where 7=— continuity (21) 
Tf A, 

T, Uy? +vZ)=T, pty total temperature — (22) 
2y 2¥ 

$; = 5). entropy (23) 

The exit duct flow A=w and A} =w-+a characteristics impinge on the throttle boundary, | 

transporting the remaining flow field information necessary to update the flow properties 

along this boundary. The corresponding compatibility relations are given by: 

v sind § T 
v,+wy, +—v, +wv——+—P, =0 r 

r ror 
w (24) 
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s,tws,+~s, =0 A=W (25) 
r 

+ + 2 at : dy PY 4p Wy sind tof SHB, he) .=wea (26) 

dt a at ar er r h 

3.1.5 Blade Inlet Boundary 

In the model, the steady-state performance of a blade row is characterized by 

experimentally-obtained relative total pressure loss coefficient versus relative incidence 

angle (W,, vs. aoi) and relative turning angle versus relative incidence angle (€,, vs. doi) 

relations. The true or dynamic blade performance is approximated by applying a first- 

order time lag formulation to these steady-state relations. This lag formulation is 

discussed in detail in Section 3.1.7. 

At the blade inlet boundary, shown in Figure 16, a relative total pressure loss 

(represented by the loss coefficient, @) is imposed on the flow to account for blade 

  

Figure 16. Blade Inlet Boundary 
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passage viscous effects. This loss is incorporated into the system of equations defining the 

variation of flow properties across the boundary: 

o= Py —Py 

U—v, =w, tanB,,- 

= ili" +(U-v,)’) relative total pressure loss 

relative flow angle 

relative total temperature 

continuity 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

Compatibility relations corresponding to the inlet duct/interblade space flow A=w and 

X=w+a characteristics, given by Equations 24-26, and the blade passage flow 

i. = w—acosB, characteristic, 

d, P Y dw 
  

dt acosB, dt 

y sind U? 

  

  + 

acosB, r (1+tan?B,) acosf, 

4 =w—acosB, 

tan B,(B,), 
(31)



where 2£-( )=(), +(wtacosB,)( )., 
at 

are combined with Equations 27-30 to define the flow evolution along the blade inlet 

boundary. 

3.1.6 Blade Exit Boundary 

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the relative flow direction in the blade passage is 

aligned to the blade camberline. At the blade exit boundary, shown in Figure 17, the 

relative flow angle is varied discontinuously according to the input relative turning angle 

relation. The relative exit flow angle, B,, is prescribed within the set of flow conditions 

applied across this boundary: 

U—v, =w, tanB, relative flow angle (32) 

$, =, entropy (33) 
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Figure 17. Blade Exit Boundary 
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Ww w ok 
PM _ Poo continuity 

U—v, =w, tanB,,. relative flow angle 

relative total temperature 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

The compatibility relations corresponding to the exit duct/interblade space flow A = w—a 

characteristic, given by Equation 20, and the blade passage flow A=w and 

i. = w-+acosB, characteristics, 

S,+ws, =0 A=w 

  

d,"P | Y dw (se? A) 

dt acosB, dt r oh 
X=wtacosB, 

: 8 U2 2 

y_s y+ tanB,(B,)., + — 

acosB, r (1+tan?B,) acosf, 

are included to complete the system of equations at the blade exit boundary. 

3.1.7 Source Terms 

(37) 

(38) 

In the context of the model theory, ‘source terms’ refer to expressions in the 

governing equations associated with the relative total pressure loss coefficient, «@, and the 
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relative flow turning angle, €. These expressions define the variation in flow properties 

across a given blade row, and hence characterize its performance. As mentioned in 

Section 3.1.5, the steady-state cascade relations, @,, vs. doi and €,, VS. doi, are provided 

to the model as input. The response of the blading to changes in the inlet flow conditions 

is not instantaneous, however. Instead, there exists a time delay associated with the 

development of the flow within the blade passages. This is particularly true when the 

relative inlet flow angle exceeds the stalling incidence of the blade causing the 

development of a boundary layer separation region. To approximate the true dynamic 

response of the blading, the model applies a first-order time lag formulation to the steady- 

state cascade relations. Similar approaches have been adopted by numerous other authors 

(Emmons et al., 1955; Takata and Nagano, 1972, Neuhoff and Grahl, 1986; etc.). 

The form of this first-order lag equation is given below: 

do) 
@O=@,.,.-T— 39 ss tT (39) 

de 
E=E..—-T— 40 ss tT (40) 

d 0 Uo 
where a Jas )+— a5 ). 

In these expressions, @ and € are the calculated dynamic values of the relative total 

pressure loss and relative turning angle, respectively, and t is the lag parameter. The value 

of T is chosen to be equivalent to the time required for a fluid particle to travel from the 

blade inlet to the blade exit based on the axial component of the blade inlet velocity. This 
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estimation is made based on the idea that the entropy changes (or losses) incurred in the 

blade passage are transported along the A =w characteristic. Experimental evidence in 

support of this approximation of t has been provided by Nagano et al. (1971). In 

addition, similar approximations have been adopted by Stenning et al. (1956), Neuhoff and 

Grahl (1986), and others. 

3.1.8 Steady-State Characteristics 

Sections 3.1.1 through 3.1.7 describe the equations which govern the development 

of a rotating stall disturbance from inception to some fully-developed state. Once the stall 

disturbance has attained a constant size and speed, the in-stall compressor performance 

can be evaluated from the calculated flow solution. The steady-state performance can be 

  

expressed by the coefficients, 

o= Cx (41) = U,, 

y™ _ oe — Pr (42) 

3Pr U > 

yw" = i-t (43) 

2 p,U;, 

in the form of y"vs.d and w"'vs.o characteristics. The above flow properties 

correspond to average quantities at the inlet (I) and exit (E) planes of the blade row (or 

other fundamental compressor segment). The average mass flow rate is calculated 
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according to: 

1 2K 

r= |r (0) 0. (44) 

The average inlet/exit total pressure and total temperature quantities are obtained by mass- 

averaging the respective circumferential profiles: 

f e°,(0)r2,(0)¢8 
g= (45) 

fr, (0) d0 

where g°=p;, Pg, Ty, Tz. 

The averaged inlet velocity, C, , and density, p,, are dependent quantities calculated from 

m, p;, and T, according to the quasi-one-dimensional, compressible flow relations. 

3.2 Numerical Solution Scheme 

To obtain a solution to the unsteady flow through the compressor, each interior 

region in the domain is represented by an orthogonal mesh of computational points, 

equally spaced in both the m- and @-directions. As described in Section 3.1.3, the 

meridional boundaries of the domain are comprised of pairs of upstream and downstream 

nodes. The governing equations are integrated in time at every point in the computational 

domain according to a finite difference procedure. The specific numerical solution 
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schemes employed at the interior and boundary nodes are different, however, and are 

explained in detail in this section. 

3.2.1 Interior Regions 

At the interior points of the computational domain, the time integration of the 

governing equations follows the explicit MacCormack predictor-corrector method 

(MacCormack, 1969). This finite difference scheme is second-order in both time and 

space and has been proven to provide accurate solutions in a wide variety of unsteady 

flow applications (e.g., Pandolfi and Zannetti, 1977). The governing equations applied to 

the interior regions are recast here in a generalized vector form: 

(6) =4(G) +B(G),+5 (46) 

where O={P,w,v,s})" ductlinterblade space 

O={P,w,s}’, B=[0]. blade passage 

The matrices A, B, and vector, S , are functions of the primitive flow variables, 

annulus/blade geometry, and wheel speed. The two-step MacCormack scheme applied to 

this system of partial differential equations is given by: 

Predictor Step: 

ap _ =, , At At an (ae _ an), At 
Of, = Of, +A (Oh, 6") B + 70 Bei (6 nO; ) + At Si, (47) 
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Corrector Step: 

Or =5| Ot, +05, + al (Gr, -Gr,,)+ Bt (Gi, -Gr,,)+a05%,] a8) 
w
l
 

where Q”. is the predicted value of Q,; at time level n+1, and 7’ is the corrected and 

final value of QO, ; at time level n+J. The necessary stability condition for this scheme was 

derived by MacCormack and Paullay (1972) and is given by: 

< - ] - 

“T+ a)/Am+(+a)/(rAe)]” 
  (49) 

The computational molecule for the MacCormack algorithm in two dimensions is 

shown in Figure 18. In Equations 47 and 48, note that forward differences are applied in 

  
Figure 18. Computational Molecule for MacCormack's 

Method in Two Dimensions 
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both the m- and 60-directions at the predictor step, and backward spatial differences are 

applied at the corrector step. In two dimensions, there are actually four possible 

combinations of opposite spatial differencing in the predictor-corrector sequence. To 

avoid bias in the solution resulting from an accumulation of errors, the solution algorithm 

cycles through these combinations in four time steps (referring to Figure 18, this can be 

visualized by rotating the computational molecule about the t-axis ninety degrees at a 

time). 

3.2.2 Meridional Boundaries 

At a given meridional boundary, the system of governing equations consists of 

both algebraic equations (i.e., the compressible flow conditions) and partial differential 

equations (i.e., the compatibility relations). To solve this system, the compatibility 

relations are first discretized according to the MacCormack predictor-corrector method. 

A special, one-sided difference scheme (Moretti, 1975) is applied to the meridional flow 

derivatives to retain the accuracy achieved at the interior nodes: 

  

  

Predictor Step: 

00., 20.,-30.,,+0.,, = i. OQ, , -39,.,,;+2->; right-hand boundary (50) 

ad, j 0.41 ;-o, j J. left-hand bounda Jl 
5 eft ou ry (51) 
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Corrector Step: 

  

  

00, ; Qj =O. ji. Si ; ight hand boundary 52 
> hn rig ou ry ( ) 

90,5 ~20,j +30: Qiai left-hand boundary (53) 
om Am 

In the circumferential direction, the general spatial differencing scheme applied to the 

boundary and interior nodes is the same. In a fashion similar to the interior calculations, 

the order of spatial differencing in the predictor-corrector sequence is cycled over four 

time steps. It should be noted that when applying MacCormack's method to the 

compatibility relations corresponding to the A=wta and A=wtacosB, characteristics, 

the resulting discretized equations are not explicit, but rather are functions of two 

unknowns, P/:"*! and w/:"*'. Combining the compressible flow conditions with the 

discretized compatibility relations, a closed system of non-linear, algebraic equations is 

obtained. To solve this system, the iterative Newton's method for nonlinear systems was 

chosen. 

The overall solution method used to calculate the flow evolution along the 

meridional boundaries differs from the one employed by Pandolfi and Colasurdo (1978) 

and Neuhoff and Grahl (1986) to solve similar sets of equations. It was suggested by 

these authors that the compressible flow conditions corresponding to a given boundary be 

differentiated in time and combined with the appropriate compatibility relations to 

construct a closed system of partial differential equations. This system was then solved 

according to the same finite difference scheme applied at the interior points.



When this solution method was attempted, difficulty was experienced in obtaining 

a converged, steady-state solution. Specifically, the L2 norm of the residual would not 

converge to machine zero, but instead settled out at some non-zero constant. It was 

determined that the linearization inherent in the MacCormack scheme was introducing 

small numerical errors in the prescribed flow properties along the meridional boundaries. 

These errors were observed to propagate through the entire computational domain. 

To illustrate, consider the inlet total temperature condition, given by: 

T, + eos w,?(1+ tan? o,(0,1)) =7;°(0,1). total temperature _— (54) 

Assuming that the prescribed boundary conditions, 7,°(6,t) and «,(8,t), are constants, 

this equation is differentiated in time to obtain: 

T,, + (14 ta’ a,(0,1))w,w,, =0. (55) 

Next, the discretizations corresponding to the MacCormack predictor step are substituted 

for the flow derivatives, and the equation is rearranged to give: 

Ty + wi (i tan’ a, (0,t)) = 7; wi (1+ tan” a, (0,1)) 
(56) 

Tanta.) wi) 
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Note, even though a constant total temperature boundary condition was applied in the 

form (T’ (0,2), = 0, the values of the total temperature at the predicted step and previous 

step are not equal. A small error, represented by the last term in Equation 56, results as a 

consequence of the MacCormack linearization. Clearly, to the interior flow domain, the 

error is perceived simply as a prescribed change in the inlet boundary condition. Similar 

errors are generated at all of the meridional boundaries in the domain. These errors 

represent sources of unsteadiness in the solution, and hence prevent it from converging to 

a steady state. For this reason, the alternate solution scheme described in Section 3.2.2 

was adopted. 

3.2.3 Source Terms 

The lag formulations used to determine the dynamic values of @ and € were 

described in Section 3.1.7. These values must be re-evaluated at each step in the 

MacCormack predictor-corrector sequence. The solution scheme used to calculate @ and 

€ 1s different depending on whether the given blade row is a rotor or stator (or other non- 

moving vane). In the case of a stator blade row, Equations 39 and 40 reduce to the form: 

= Qs5 — > (57) 

where q = Q, €. 

By substituting a backward difference for the time derivative in Equation 57, an explicit, 

discretized expression is obtained: 
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at At qe hay? +4") (58) 

where q3:""' is the steady-state value of w or €, calculated from the cascade relations based 

Pyntl : on the relative inlet flow angle, B7""’; and q**’ is the calculated dynamic value of @ or € 

at the current step. 

In the case of a rotor blade row, Equations 39 and 40 are discretized by 

substituting a backward difference for the time derivative and a central difference for the 

circumferential derivative. An implicit formulation results, given by: 

AAg?** + BBg?™! +CCq?™"! = DD (59) 

where AA= TU 
2A8 r 

BB= (+=) 
At 

CC =-AA 

DD =(BB-1)q" +(q%;"") . 
J 

In this expression, (g?"" ), is the steady-state value of @ or €, calculated from the cascade 

relations based on the relative inlet flow angle, (B?"" ) 3 and q;""' is the calculated 
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dynamic value of @ or € at the current step. This implicit system constitutes a tridiagonal 

matrix with non-zero elements in the top right and bottom left corner, resulting from the 

periodicity of the problem. Following Hirsch (1988), the system is divided into two sub- 

systems involving tridiagonal matrices and solved via the Thomas algorithm. For this 

system, the diagonal dominance requirement is given by: 

1+ >. (60) 

If x is considered to be much larger than 1, than the above condition states that to insure 

convergence to a solution, the circumferential mesh spacing must be equal to or larger 

than the distance traveled by the rotor blade in a single time step. 

3.2.4 Steady-State Characteristics 

The circumferential profiles of mass flow, total temperature, and total pressure 

obtained from the fully-developed solution are discrete functions of 8. To calculate the 

integrals in Equations 44 and 45, a numerical integration technique is required. For this 

purpose, Simpson's Rule was selected. 

3.3 Simulation Approach 

The governing equations and solution method used to model the unsteady flow in 

the compressor and calculate its average, steady-state performance have been defined in 

Sections 3.1-3.2. To begin a simulation, initial conditions are computed using the quasi- 

one-dimensional compressible flow equations and the given steady-state cascade relations.



A flow perturbation may be introduced into the flow field by one of three methods: (1) 

applying transient, nonuniform inlet and/or throttle boundary conditions, (2) 

superimposing a circumferential disturbance on the initial flow field prior to a simulation, 

or (3) introducing a nonuniformity in the leading edge blade metal angle 9-profile. 

Depending on the initial conditions and the size of the prescribed disturbance, the 

compressor will respond in either a steady or unsteady fashion. If the initial inlet flow 

incidence on the blading is near the critical incidence, generally defined as the point on the 

@., vs. @oi characteristic where the losses increase sharply, then a small flow perturbation 

will evolve into a fully-developed rotating stall disturbance. If the initial inlet flow 

incidence is away from this critical value, the perturbation will die out, and the solution 

will converge to a steady state. 

To determine the inception point of rotating stall in a given compressor build, a 

small flow disturbance is introduced into the flow field for a range of initial flow 

coefficients, starting near the design operating point and marching toward @,=0. The 

flow coefficient for which the small perturbation begins to grow in amplitude corresponds 

to the stall limit. Subsequent to rotating stall onset, the model can be used to simulate the 

development of the pre-stall waves into a fully-developed rotating stall disturbance. Once 

the stall disturbance has attained a constant size and speed, the flow solution can be 

averaged to obtain a single point on the in-stall compressor characteristic. The remaining 

points on the characteristic are determined by throttling the compressor, using the throttle 

area ratio boundary condition, and repeating the described procedure. In the following 

chapter, this general approach is applied to an experimental isolated rotor geometry. 
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4. MODEL APPLICATION 

The model was utilized to investigate the stalling behavior of an isolated rotor 

build. The response of the rotor to small flow perturbations was simulated to yield a 

quantitative description of rotating stall inception and development along the mean blade 

circumference. The effects of rotor speed and the shape of the high-incidence portions of 

the @,,vs. doa and €,,vs. aoa characteristics on the simulated stall phenomena were 

examined. In addition, the predicted steady-state, stalled rotor performance was 

compared with experimental, low-speed data. 

4.1 Model Setup 

4.1.1 Geometry 

The annulus and blading geometry for the isolated rotor build were drawn from 

Inoue et al. (1991) and Inoue and Kuroumaru (1989). The rotor had a hub-to-tip ratio of 

0.6, was designed for free vortex flow with an axial inlet flow condition. The annulus 

inner/outer radii and inlet, throttle, and blade inlet/exit axial locations are given in Figure 

19. The mid-span geometry for the NACA 65-A,,-series blade profile is given in Table 2. 

4.1.2 Initial Operating Conditions 

The flow field was initialized based on prescribed values of the mass flow rate, 

rotor speed, and upstream/downstream boundary conditions, shown in Table 3. The initial 

throttle area ratio setting, n(8,t=0), was calculated from the values of the downstream 

static pressure (for unchoked throttle flow) and mass flow. The initial value of the mass 

flow rate was varied to investigate the nature of the rotor response to flow perturbations 
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Figure 19. Isolated Rotor Build Geometry 
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Table 2. Mid-Span Rotor Blade Geometry 

  

Radius, 7 0.17975 m 
  

Chord length 0.1178 m 
  

  

  

Camber 0.62" 

Solidity, o 1.25 

Stagger, € 47.2 deg 
  

Max thick/chord | 0.08         

* Lift coefficient of isolated airfoil at zero angle of attack 

Table 3. Initial Conditions 

  

  

  

  

    

T,’(0,t = 0), inlet total temperature | 288.33 K 

p; (8,t = 0), inlet total pressure 101.3 kPa 

a, (8,¢ = 0), inlet flow angle 0.0 deg 

p,(0,t = 0), exit static pressure * 101.3 kPa 
  

* Applied only if the throttle exit flow is unchoked 

over a wide range of initial operating points. It should also be noted that, during a given 

simulation, the rotor speed was maintained at its specified value. 
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4.1.3 Cascade Performance Relations 

As described in Section 3.1.7, the steady-state performance of a given blade row is 

generally input in the form of @,, vs. aoi and €,, vs. @oi characteristics. In the case of 

NACA 65-series blade profiles, however, an equivalent circular-arc incidence or angle of 

attack is a more common measure of relative flow incidence. The characteristic form 

which was adopted here is given by: @,,. VS. QoQ, Es, VS. @oa; where the angle of attack, 

aoa, is defined as the relative inlet flow angle minus the blade chord stagger angle, € 

(Figure 13). In keeping with the required ‘angle of incidence’ format of the model 

calculations, the values of the blade camber angle, B,, throughout the blade passage were 

set equal to €, resulting in a flat plate representation of the blading and an equivalence 

between the angle of incidence and angle of attack. Realizing that the flow calculations 

within the blade passage are only approximate and that the actual performance of the 

blading is represented by source terms applied at the blade inlet and exit boundaries, it was 

believed that this additional approximation would have little effect on the final results. 

The steady-state relative total pressure loss coefficient and relative turning angle 

characteristics for the rotor blade row are shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively. In 

the unstalled flow regime, the relative total pressure losses were calculated using 

experimental correlations from Lieblein (1965) and Dixon (1978). A similar set of 

correlations was also employed by Bloch (1991). In the stalled flow regime, however, | 

limited experimental data and few correlations (with the exception of Moses and 

Thomason, 1986) are available. In addition, it has been demonstrated experimentally that 

the blading geometry can significantly influence the shape of the relative total pressure loss 

characteristic in this regime (Yocum, 1988; Ainslie, 1988). Hence, as part of a model 

input parameter study, a set of loss curves was included to investigate the influence of the 

shape of this portion of the characteristic on the predicted stall behavior. The curves, L2- 
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L5 (Figure 20), are multiples of a ‘baseline’ loss curve (L1) obtained from cascade 

measurements (Yocum, 1988; circular-arc blade profile; stagger, 45 degrees; solidity, 1.0). 

The turning angle characteristic in the unstalled flow regime was obtained by 

interpolation of the NACA-Mellor charts (Mellor, 1956). As part of the model input 

parameter study, a set of curves was included in the stalled flow regime to investigate the 

influence of the shape of this portion of the turning angle characteristic on the simulated 

stall behavior. The curves, D2-D4 (Figure 21), are multiples of a ‘baseline’ shape (D1) 

which was derived from experimental trends cited by Yocum (1988) and Nagano et al. 

(1971). Specifically, it was found that with increasing flow incidence, the blading 

gradually loses its ability to effectively deflect the flow, and the turning angle tends to 

zero. Similar assumptions regarding the behavior of the turning angle relation for high 

flow incidence have been made by Takata and Nagano (1972), Pandolfi and Colasurdo 

(1978), and others. 

4.2 Model Results 

All of the simulations which were conducted shared common geometry and initial 

boundary values, as specified in Section 4.1. The effects of rotor speed and the shape of 

the stalled portions of the loss/turning relations on the point of stall inception, the size of 

the fully-developed stall disturbance, the response of the stall pattern to throttling, and the | 

Steady-state, in-stall performance were investigated. For a selected loss and turning angle 

curve, the predicted steady-state, in-stall performance was compared with corresponding 

low-speed, experimental data obtained by Inoue at al. (1991). The simulation results are 

presented in nondimensional form, according to Table 1 in Section 3.1.1. The 

corresponding reference values are given in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Reference Values 

  

Pre 101.3 kPa 
  

  

  

Te =| 288.33 K 

Le 1.0m 

Y 1.4 
        Rs | 286.8 J/(kg K) 
  

4.2.1 Solution Convergence 

To check convergence of the model solutions, a preliminary grid refinement study 

was performed. Four mesh sizes were chosen: (1) 21 x 9, (2) 41 x 17, (3) 81 x 33, and 

(4) 161 x 65; where the first index refers to the number of meridional computational nodes 

(I) and the second index refers to the number of circumferential computational nodes (J). 

The grid refinement study was applied to two cases: (A) rotor speed, N = 8000 RPM; loss 

curve, L2; turning angle curve, D1; initial flow coefficient, 6, = 0.37; and (B) rotor 

speed, N = 1300 RPM; loss curve, L3; turning angle curve, D1; initial flow coefficient, 

o, = 0.37. These particular selections were made to insure the occurrence of rotating _ 

stall event during the model calculations. A rotating stall disturbance was instigated by 

superimposing a one-percent, sinusoidal, meridional velocity perturbation on the initial 

flow field. 

Figures 22 and 23 show the normalized residual plots for the two cases. For the 

four-time-step MacCormack cycle, the L2 norm of the residual is given by: 
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r= S¥Slox'-o2)] 6 k=1 i=1 j=l 

where 0,=P, Q,=w, Q,=v, and Q,=s. 

Note that these residual plots are representations of the overall unsteadiness associated 

with rotating stall inception and development. It follows that the non-zero ‘plateaus’ 

shown in Figures 22 and 23 are indicative of fully-developed rotating stall disturbances. 

This is an important aspect of the residual plot and was utilized as a criteria to determine 

when to apply the steady-state, in-stall performance evaluation. 

For Case A, Figure 24 shows the circumferential profile of blade inlet flow 

coefficient after ten rotor revolutions (i.e., sufficient time to allow a propagating 

disturbance to appear). The solutions corresponding to the 81 x 33 and 161 x 65 grids 

were fairly well converged, although a small phase difference existed. For Case B, Figure 

25 shows the blade inlet flow coefficient profile after three rotor revolutions. The 

solutions corresponding to the 81 x 33 and 161 x 65 grids were again well converged. 

Hence, for the purposes of this investigation, the 81 x 33 mesh was considered to provide 

a satisfactory compromise between required run-time and solution accuracy. 

4.2.2 Unsteady Simulations 

A total of sixteen cases were simulated to investigate the effects of rotor speed and 

the shape of stalled portions of the loss/turning relations on the predicted rotating stall 

phenomena. These cases are detailed in Table 5. The cases, H1-H5 and O1-O5, were 

intended to examine the effects of varying the shape of the relative total pressure loss 
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Table 5. Unsteady Simulation Cases 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

        
  

Case Loss Curve | Turning Curve 

H1,01 | LI D1 

H2,02 | L2 D1 

H3, 03 | L3 D1 

H4,04 |L4 D1 

H5,O5 | L5 D1 

H6,06 | L2 D2 

H7,O7 | L2 D3 

H8,O08 | L2 D4 

H: N = 8000 RPM 

O: N = 1300 RPM       
curve. The remaining cases, H6-H8 and O6-08, were intended to investigate the 

influence of the turning angle characteristic. A comparison between the 'H' and 'O' sets of 

simulation results was performed to yield information regarding the effects of varying the | 

rotor speed. 

As an example of the type of calculations performed, consider Case H2. To start, 

the stall limit for the isolated rotor was evaluated by determining the initial operating 

coefficient at which a prescribed, one-percent (i.e., small), sinusoidal, meridional velocity 

perturbation was first amplified. This was accomplished by superimposing the 

perturbation over a range of initial operating points, starting near the design flow 
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coefficient and gradually marching toward 9,=0. For Case H2, the point of stall 

inception was predicted to occur at 6, = 0.38, corresponding to an initial angle of attack 

of 17.4 degrees. In Figure 20, it can be seen that at this flow incidence, the relative total 

pressure losses incurred in the blade passage begin to increase sharply. The associated 

normalized residual plot is shown in Figure 26. In this plot, the growth of the initial 

perturbation is represented by the sloping portions of the residual curve. The flat portion 

of this curve is indicative of a fully-developed rotating stall pattern. 

Figure 27 is a contour plot of the time evolution of the flow coefficient along the 

blade inlet boundary. This plot illustrates the inception and development of the rotating 

stall disturbance in front of the rotor blade row. During the first half of a rotor revolution, 

small planar velocity perturbations were present. Subsequently, a propagating disturbance 

began to develop, indicated by the positively-sloped, constant flow coefficient lines. After 

approximately six rotor revolutions, a fully-developed, single-lobed rotating stall 

disturbance was formed. This disturbance propagated at a constant speed corresponding 

to approximately 50% of the rotor speed. Only data for the first ten rotor revolutions is 

shown here, but the complete simulation was performed over a time span of twenty rotor 

revolutions. After six rotor revolutions, no changes were observed in the stall pattern. 

For the purpose of comparison, Figures 28 and 29 show plots of the normalized 

residual and blade inlet flow coefficient contours, respectively, for Case H2 with an initial - 

flow coefficient of 0.39. The corresponding initial angle of attack, 16.8 degrees, is slightly 

removed from the point on the relative total pressure loss characteristic where the losses 

increase sharply (Figure 20). Under these conditions, the initial perturbation decayed, and 

the solution converged to a steady, uniform flow field. This is represented in Figure 28 by 

the monotonically decreasing residual. A plot of the time evolution of the flow coefficient 

at the rotor blade inlet, in Figure 29, shows the presence of small planar disturbances
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which decayed within the first two rotor revolutions. The resulting converged, steady- 

state flow field corresponded to the initial operating condition. 

The characteristics of the fully-developed rotating stall disturbance were obtained 

by taking a ‘time slice’ of the unsteady simulation results. Figures 30-36 show the 

circumferential profiles of the flow properties along the rotor blade row inlet and exit 

boundaries after twenty rotor revolutions. The stall cell constituted a 45% perturbation 

from the mean inlet flow coefficient, as shown in Figure 30. The circumferential velocity 

perturbation was substantially smaller in amplitude and was characterized by symmetric 

positive and negative valued extrema. This indication of the entering flow being diverted 

to either side of the stall cell has been experimentally observed in isolated rotor builds by 

Tanaka and Murata (1975). The associated relative inlet flow angle profile is shown in 

Figure 31. Figures 32 and 33 give the total/static blade inlet pressure and temperature 

profiles, respectively. As discussed in Chapter 3, these total pressure and temperature 

profiles, along with those along the blade exit boundary, can be mass-averaged to obtain a 

point on the steady-state, in-stall rotor characteristics. This approach was applied to a set 

of low-speed, unsteady simulation results and compared with experimental stalled 

performance data in Section 4.2.3. 

The meridional and circumferential components of velocity along the blade outlet 

boundary, normalized by the rotor tip speed, are illustrated in Figure 34. There was little - 

change in the flow coefficient profile through the blade passage. This is in keeping with 

experimental measurements made in low-speed, single and multistage compressor builds 

by Day and Cumpsty (1978) which support the concept of an axial or ‘straight-through’ 

type of rotating stall pattern. The amplitude shift of the circumferential velocity 

component at the blade outlet reflects the flow turning by the rotor blade, and the shape of 

the profile was mandated by the lagged values of the relative turning angle applied there. 
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The blade outlet total/static pressure and temperature profiles are given in Figures 35 and 

36, respectively. The ‘jagged’ nature of the temperature profile is indicative of the 

sensitivity of these values to the losses incurred in the blade passage. 

The response of the fully-developed stall disturbance to throttling was investigated 

for Case H2. A series of incremental reductions in the downstream throttle area ratio was 

applied to the isolated rotor operating in rotating stall. These throttling transients are 

represented by the sloped portions of the residual curve to the right of region A (i.e., the 

initial stall disturbance) in Figure 37. The non-zero-valued plateaus (B, C, D) indicate 

fully-developed stall disturbances which resulted subsequent to the throttle setting 

variations. In region E, the residual value dropped, and the solution converged toward a 

Steady state. 

Figure 38 shows profiles of the relative flow angle along the blade inlet boundary 

for regions A-E, and illustrates the predicted response of the stall disturbance to throttling. 

The straight lines, which are drawn at a relative flow angle corresponding to o= 0.38, 

indicate the defined boundary between locally stalled and unstalled flow. Above this line, 

the flow is considered stalled; below this line, the flow is considered unstalled. Figure 38 

demonstrates that with reduced throttle area ratio, the predicted circumferential extent of 

the stall cell was increased. This is in agreement with the traditionally accepted views of 

the response of the stall cell to throttling. Notice, however, that the overall predicted - 

levels of stalled and unstalled flow angle increased with throttling (i.e., the disturbance 

shifts upward on the relative inlet flow angle plot). This opposes experimental evidence 

which supports the concept that the locally unstalled and stalled operating points remain 

essentially unchanged in response to variations in throttle setting (Tanaka and Murata, 

1975). The progression from throttle setting A to E indicates that the portion of the rotor 

circumference operating at unstalled incidences was gradually reduced to zero, at which 
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point the propagating disturbance disappeared, and the rotor operated axisymmetrically 

stalled (i.e., region E). 

Similar analyses to those applied to Case H2 were applied to each of the cases 

given in Table 5. The results of the parameter study are summarized in Table 6. In 

general, increasing the slope of the high-incidence portion of the relative total pressure 

loss curve was observed to produce earlier stall inception and larger amplitude stall 

disturbances. By comparison, the predicted effects of varying the shape of the turning 

angle characteristic or the rotor speed were slight. 

In Case H1, stall inception was predicted to occur at an initial flow coefficient of 

0.37. The associated normalized residual and blade inlet flow coefficient contour plots are 

shown in Figures 39 and 40, respectively. From Figure 40, it can be seen that a fully- 

developed rotating stall pattern was formed after approximately twenty rotor revolutions. 

The stall disturbance was single-lobed and propagated at about 50% of the rotor speed. 

The fully-developed shape of the rotating stall disturbance was obtained from the 

unsteady simulation results after fifty rotor revolutions. The qualitative shape of the flow 

property profiles at the blade inlet and exit boundaries were very similar to those shown 

for Case H2 (Figures 30-36) and, hence, are not repeated here. The amplitude of the 

initial stall disturbance, however, was substantially less than in Case H2, as shown in 

Figure 41. In addition, Case H1 was associated with a smaller drop in the annulus- 

averaged flow coefficient at the stall limit (Case Hl, 6,,, = 0.368; Case H2, 

Oye = 0.28). 

In Case H1, the response of the stall pattern to reduced throttle area is given in 

Figures 42 and 43. The predicted range of stall propagation was 6,y, = 0.368 to 0.34, as 

compared to jy, = 0.28 to 0.25 for Case H2. Interestingly, in response to the initial 

reduction in throttle area, the stall disturbance was amplified, as shown in Figure 43. With 
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Table 6. Unsteady Simulation Results 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Case | Stall Inception | Initial Disturbance Range of Stall 

Oo Pave sev, Max Propagation 

Hl 0.37 0.368 0.39, 0.34 0.368 to 0.34 

H2 0.38 0.28 0.44, 0.18 0.28 to 0.25 

H3 0.38 Reverse flow | - - 

H4 0.38 Reverse flow | - - 

H5 None - - - 

H6 0.38 0.29 0.43, 0.17 0.29 to 0.25 

H7 0.38 0.29 0.43, 0.17 0.29 to 0.25 

H8 0.38 0.28 0.43, 0.15 0.28 to 0.24 

Ol None - - - 

Q2 0.38 0.30 0.43, 0.19 0.30 to 0.26 

Q3 0.38 Reverse flow | - - 

04 0.38 Reverse flow | - - 

O5 None - - - 

06 0.38 0.31 0.43, 0.19 0.31 to 0.26 

O7 0.38 0.31 0.43, 0.19 0.31 to 0.26 

O08 0.38 0.30 0.43, 0.16 0.30 to 0.25 
  

further throttling, however, the disturbance quickly decayed, and an axisymmetrically 

stalled condition resulted. 
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In Case O2, stall inception was predicted to occur at @, = 0.38. The associated 

normalized residual plot is given in Figure 44. A plot of the time evolution of the flow 

coefficient profile along the blade inlet boundary is given in Figure 45. After ten rotor 

revolutions, a fully-developed stall pattern was formed. The stall propagation speed was 

approximately 42% of the rotor speed. As compared with Case H2, which employed the 

same loss/turning relations, but had a higher rotor speed, this stall disturbance required a 

longer period of time to develop and propagated at a lower relative speed. 

The fully-developed rotating stall profiles were examined at the blade inlet and exit 

boundaries after fourteen rotor revolutions. The circumferential variation of the flow 

properties associated with the stall disturbance were very similar to those of Case H2 and 

are not repeated here. It is interesting to note, though, that the relative amplitude of the 

blade inlet/exit velocity perturbation was essentially the same as for Case H2 (which 

employed the same loss/turning relations), as shown in Figure 46. It can be inferred that 

the shape of the relative total pressure loss curve in the high-incidence regime has a 

primary role in determining the amplitude of the stall disturbance. 

The response of the initial rotating stall pattern to changes in the throttle area ratio 

setting is illustrated in Figures 47 and 48. As in Cases H1 and H2, the general response of 

the stall pattern to throttling was an increase in the circumferential extent of the locally 

stalled flow region and an eventual damping of the propagating disturbance. The - 

predicted range of stall propagation was ,,, = 0.30 to 0.26, as compared to Case H2, 

Oave = 0.28 to 0.25. In region E, the rotor operated axisymmetrically stalled. 

Cases H3, 03, H4, and O4 are characterized by very steep loss curves in the high- 

incidence regime. In each case, stall inception was predicted to occur at an initial flow 

coefficient of 0.38. The initial stall disturbances, however, grew to include local reverse 

flow, for which the model equations are not applicable, and the calculations were halted. 
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Figure 48. Blade Inlet Relative Flow Angle: Case O2 Throttling Response 
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For Cases H5 and OS, characterized by the most gradually sloped loss curves, no rotating 

stall phenomena were predicted to occur for any initial flow coefficient. Similar results 

were obtained in Case O1. It is interesting to note that in Case H1 (which employed the 

same loss/turning relations as Case O1), a small propagating disturbance was predicted. 

This indicates some influence of the rotor speed on the predicted stall inception behavior. 

Changing the shape of the turning angle characteristic in the stalled flow regime 

appeared to have a markedly reduced effect on the predicted stall behavior as compared to 

varying the shape of the loss characteristic. Cases H6-H8 and 06-08, which are 

derivatives of Cases H2 and O2, respectively, showed little difference from the baseline 

simulations. It seems that, in these types of models, the loss mechanism is primarily 

responsible for driving the propagating disturbances. 

4.2.3 Steady-State Performance 

As described in Sections 3.1.8 and 3.2.4, the in-stall, steady-state total pressure 

and total temperature rotor characteristics can be evaluated by mass-averaging the fully- 

developed blade inlet and exit flow profiles over the range of mean stalled flow 

coefficients. The criteria for determining when to apply these performance calculations is 

provided by the normalized residual plot. Specifically, the non-zero-valued ‘plateaus’ on 

the normalized residual curves are used as indications of fully-developed stall patterns. | 

This approach was applied to selected unsteady simulations from Section 4.2.2. 

First, the effect of the shape of the high-incidence portion of the relative total 

pressure loss curve on the predicted steady-state performance was investigated. The total 

pressure and total temperature characteristics for Cases H1 and H2 are given in Figures 49 

and 50, respectively. The predicted unstalled operating points were obtained via the same 

averaging techniques applied in the stalled flow regime. As described previously, in Case 
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H2, which is characterized by a steeper stalled loss curve than in Case H1, stall inception 

was predicted to occur at $, = 0.38. In Case H1, stall inception was predicted to occur 

at 6, = 0.37. In addition, a less abrupt drop in the flow and total pressure coefficients at 

the stall limit was associated with Case H1. Similar effects of varying the high-incidence 

portion of the loss curve have been described by Cousins and O'Brien (1985). The 

leftmost operating points for Case H1 and H2 in Figures 49 and 50 represent rotor 

operation under an axisymmetrically stalled condition. 

For Case O2, the predicted steady-state, in-stall total pressure characteristic was 

compared with corresponding experimental data from Inoue at al. (1991), as shown in 

Figure 51. Because total temperature experimental data in the stalled flow regime was not 

available, Figure 52 shows the model predictions only. In the unstalled flow regime, the 

agreement of the model predictions and experimental data is only fair. In this region, the 

predicted total pressure rise is very sensitive to the input tuming angle characteristic. For 

the simulations presented here, the unstalled, turning angle relation had to be interpolated 

from available NACA-65 series cascade data and was likely inaccurate. Also, it should be 

noted that performance predictions in this regime were not the objective of the model. 

The model predicted stall inception at a flow coefficient of 0.38. According to the 

experimental data, the stall limit was reached at a flow coefficient of approximately 0.33. 

The accuracy of the predicted stall inception point is surprisingly good considering the . 

approximated nature of the relative total pressure loss relation in both the stalled and 

unstalled regimes. In the stalled regime, the agreement between the experimental and 

predicted performance is excellent over the range of available data. The leftmost points in 

Figures 51 and 52 correspond to axisymmetrically stalled operating conditions. 

Experimental data below @ = 0.24 was not available, so this predicted behavior could not 

be verified. 
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A model to simulate rotating stall in axial-flow compressors was constructed. Its 

primary objective was to predict the steady-state, in-stall compressor stage characteristics 

for input into dynamic compression system computer models. The flow through the 

compressor was modeled using the two-dimensional, unsteady Euler equations. A 

solution to the governing equations was obtained by applying the explicit MacCormack 

predictor-corrector method. A rotating stall event was instigated by superimposing a 

small, circumferentially nonuniform flow perturbation onto the compressor flow field. 

Subsequent to stall inception, the model simulated the development of the initial 

disturbance into a fully-developed rotating stall pattern. The fully-developed 

circumferential flow profiles at the respective inlet/exit boundaries of the compressor stage 

were averaged to obtain a prediction of the steady-state, in-stall stage performance. 

The model was applied to an isolated rotor geometry. It was found that rotating 

stall disturbances were generated only for initial operating points near some critical value. 

This critical value corresponded approximately to the flow incidence at which the relative 

total pressure losses incurred in the blade passage rose sharply. For initial operating 

points away from the critical one, the initial disturbance was predicted to decay, and a 

steady, uniform flow field resulted. Similar observations have been made by Pandolfi and 

Colasurdo (1978), Neuhoff and Grahl (1986), and others. 

The shape of the high-incidence portion of the blading relative total pressure loss 

characteristic was shown to have a substantial influence on the predicted stall behavior. 

For increased-slope stalled loss curves, the model predicted trends towards earlier stall 

inception and larger amplitude stall disturbances. In addition, the effects on the predicted, 

in-stall performance were to cause a more abrupt drop in the flow and total pressure rise 
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coefficients at the stall limit. A similar trend was observed by Cousins and O'Brien (1985). 

The influence of the rotor speed or the shape of the high-incidence portion of the turning 

angle characteristic on the predicted stall behavior were comparatively slight. 

The predicted response of the initial stall pattern to reduced throttle area was an 

increase in the circumferential extent of the stall cell and an eventual decay of the stall 

disturbance. Specifically, when the extent of the annulus operating at unstalled incidence 

was reduced to zero, the mechanism for propagation was removed, and the disturbance 

quickly dissipated. 

Finally, the predicted steady-state, in-stall total pressure characteristic for a 

selected low-speed case was compared to experimental data with favorable results. In 

light of the approximate nature of the loss and turning relations for the given blade profile, 

the model did a remarkable job predicting the in-stall total pressure characteristic over the 

range of available experimental data. A transition to axisymmetric stall was predicted near 

= 0.25, but insufficient experimental evidence was available to verify this phenomenon. 

Overall, these positive results support the primary objective of the model to provide 

accurate predictions of steady-state, in-stall compressor performance for input into 

dynamic compression system models. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The steady-state relative total pressure loss and turning angle characteristics 

represent the primary inputs to the model. While there exists much available experimental 

data and numerous correlations to describe these quantities in the unstalled regime, there 

is surprisingly little basis for determining the stalled cascade loss/turning values. 

Therefore, to support this type of modeling, more experimental cascade data in the high- 

incidence regime is necessary. Specifically, to provide a basis for widespread model 

application, experimental loss/turning measurements in stalled cascades for a variety of 

blade profiles, stagger settings, solidities, etc., are required. 

Commonly, rotating stall in axial-flow compressors is associated with locally 

reversed flow within the stall cell. This is particularly true in high-speed compressor 

builds. Currently, the model is only capable of simulating forward flow across a given 

meridional boundary. Hence, the capability to simulate reverse flow through the 

compressor needs to be incorporated into the model equations. While fairly 

straightforward to enact, the incorporation of this reverse flow capability was met with 

limited success when attempted by this author. Specifically, numerical instabilities 

occurred in the presence of mixed forward/reverse flow at a given meridional boundary. 

In addition, substantial approximations are required in application of the loss and turning - 

relations in the reverse flow regime. 

Finally, to further evaluate the accuracy of the model predictions, applications to 

multi-blade row compressor builds must be undertaken. While the model was only applied 

to an isolated rotor here, the capability exists to simulate rotating stall for any given 

configuration of blade rows. The substantial influence of neighboring blades on the in-stall 

performance of a given blade row has been cited by many authors (e.g., Giannissis et al., 
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1988). An important advantage of the model, therefore, is that the stalling behavior of a 

particular blade row (or other basic compressor segment) can be evaluated in the presence 

of the surrounding machine. 
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